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Father Christmas gives early presents ho ho
As previously stated we need to present our borders in
good order, as they make such a difference to the
appearance of the whole.
Father Christmas AKA money in our account has
purchased a lightweight mower which we have
christened Henry. He is pictured alongside the old
faithful Buster.
Those who have tried to use Buster knows why the name
arose. It is a heavy Victoriantype machine which will
double as a hernia test but does a good job.
PS Don't use them on wet grass as the blades tear the
grass and block the motion.

Henry weighs 6.3kg and Buster weighs in at 12.8kg



But first, the shed by the car park has been cleared out.
You probably could not imagine how much was inside.
Below are images of the contents ......tools for anyone's
use.
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They include a sweeping brush, 4 spades, 5 hoes and
rakes, 2 forks, 3 saws. We now have enough room for a
small library if you have any gardening books you don't
need.

There are three lots of netting of which this is the largest.

There are also three comfortable deck chairs, three pots

of fence paints suitable for sheds, a good length of rope,
a sun shade, and two watering cans. (Further
contributions welcome).

And now to the main feature. Maintaining the borders is
now easy and literally a two minute job. In a very rough
and ready video you will see me cut round plot 61 (yes I
was careful). The motto especially during the season
could be 'little and often'.
PS We also have a third mower, an Alco one, which
turned up from a kind allotment holder today.
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